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1 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 1 

Vocabulary 
Mach the definitions in part A with the words in B.One word is extra in B. 
 __________A_________                                                                     ___B___ 

5.traditional or usual things that people do in an area.                         a.prevent 
6.to stop something from happening.                                                 b.reflect 
7.A large group of people who live together.                                       c.varry  
8.to show something.                                                                       d.society                                                   
                                                                                                         e.custom 

1 Fill in the the blanks with the given words.One word is extra. 
pressure / decorative /appreciate / humankind / popular 
1.The Internet is a great invention in the history of_______________ 
2.This artist is_______________among young people. 
3.Visitors to Iran_______________its handicrafts and culture. 
4.The nurse will take your blood_______________.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

2 
 

1/5 Grammar 
Choose the best answer. 
9.If I study hard, I_____ (learn – will learn) English. 
10.They are very tired.They_____(has _ have) worked for hours. 
11.The students need to read (many _ much) books about history. 
12.My brother has gone to the dentist six times_____(for _ since) last summar. 
13.I’m so_____that we’re going to Yazd. 

a.amuse                     b.amusing                  c.amused                  d.will amuse 
14.If you get back late, mom_____angry. 

a.was                         b.is                            c.be                          d.will be 

3 

 

0/5 Look at the picture and answer the question. 
15.How much milk will your sister need? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

  

4 
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0/75 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 5 

Writing 
Read the sentence bellow.Find subject (S), verb (V) and object (O). 
 
16.Mahdi visited his doctor. 
 

(S) (V) (O) 

   
 

0/75 Complete the following conversation with the best verb forms. 
17.A: Dad, can I go outside and play?          
     B:Have you finished_______________(do your homework)? 
18.A: What are you going to do today? 
    B: I’m going to go_______________(run) 
19.A:Do you know that Kate had a car accident last Monday? 
    B: Really, I’m sorry_______________about it.(hear) 

6 

0/5 Choose the best option. 
20.A:Do you respect their customs?             B:Yes, and I expect them_____mine. 

a.respecting       b.respects                   c.to respect                      d.respected    
21.A:What are you worried about_____?      B:I’m worried about_____mistakes. 

a.make                 b.will make                  c.to make                        d.making 

7 

1 There are 2 mistakes in the text below.Underline the mistakes and then correct them 
in the spaces provided. 
 
“All the students in this high school try getting good grades.They enjoy to learn 
new things every day.” 

 
                                                                          
                                                    (22)                                              (23)                           

8 

0/5 Unscramble the given words. 
24.The women sit together and_______________rugs.(eeavw) 
 
25.Iran is a_______________country in Southwest Asia.(tasv) 

 

9 

0/5 Rearrange the words to create a correct sentence. 
26.movie / watch / I / to / like / this / . 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
 

10 
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1 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 11 

Reading 
Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

identity / including / create / artistic 

 
Art is what people 27)--------------------with imagination and skill. As a part of culture, it 
shows the way of life and 28)--------------------of a nation and reflects the history of a 
society.If we want to know a country or a nation well, we should study its art. Iran has a 
five-thousand-year-old history of 29)-------------------works and handicrafts 30-----------------
--pottery, painting, calligraphy, rugs and carpets, etc. 

1/5 Read the following passages and answer the questions. 
Languages vary greatly from region to region.They are so different that a person does not 
understand the language of someone from another region, country or continent.So, it is not 
surprising to hear that today about 7000 languages exist in the world.There are more than 
2000 languages in Africa, 1000 in the Americas, more than 2250 in Asia, about 230 in 
Europe, and more than 1300 in Australia. 
Native speakers of these languages range in size from very large, with hundreds of millions 
of speakers, to very small, with fewer than 10 speakers.The most popular language in the 
world is Chinese.More than one one billion people in the world speak Chinese.  
31.How many languages exist in the world? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
32.Which continent has about 230 languages? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
33.What is the most popular language in the world. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

12 

1/5 An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle is having healthy relationships with 
others.Recent research has shown that a good social life decreases the risk of death.Sadly, 
some people do not visit their relatives very often these days.”They” are really busy with 
their work and usually use technology to communicate. 
Bad habits and addiction can be harmful to health.One day of smoking can take around 5 
hours away from the smoker’s life. 
Above all, the most important thing to enjoy a good life is having emotional health.Praying 
decreases stress and gives people a calm an balanced life.People with this lifestyle have 
had a better life. 
34.How harmful is smoking? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
35.How does praying help us to have a good life? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
36. The underlined word “They”  in line 3 refers to_____. 
a.relationships              b.days               c.people                 d.relatives              
37.Those who use technology to communicate may not have a good social life. 

                        A.True                             B.False 
 
                                                                                                Best Wishes 
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 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit.  
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1 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 1 

Vocabulary 
Mach the definitions in part A with the words in B.One word is extra in B. 
 __________A_________                                                                    ___B___ 

1.traditional or usual things that people do in an area.e                       a.prevent 
2.to stop something from happening.a                                               b.reflect 
3.A large group of people who live together.d                                     c.varry   
4.to show something.b                                                                     d.society                                                   
                                                                                                         e.custom 

1 Fill in the the blanks with the given words.One word is extra. 
pressure / decorative /appreciate / humankind / popular 
5.The Internet is a great invention in the history of humankind 
6.This artist is popular among young people. 
7.Visitors to Iran appreciate its handicrafts and culture. 
8.The nurse will take your blood pressure.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

2 
 

1/5 Grammar 
Choose the best answer. 
9.If I study hard, I_____ (learn – will learn) English. 
10.They are very tired.They_____(has _ have) worked for hours. 
11.The students need to read (many _ much) books about history. 
12.My brother has gone to the dentist six times_____(for _ since) last summar. 
13.I’m so_____that we’re going to Yazd. 

a.amuse                     b.amusing                  c.amused                  d.will amuse 
14.If you get back late, mom_____angry. 

a.was                         b.is                            c.be                          d.will be 

3 

 

0/5 Look at the picture and answer the question. 
15.How much milk will your sister need? 
She will need three / 3 bottles of milk. 
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0/75 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 5 

Writing 
Read the sentence bellow.Find subject (S), verb (V) and object (O). 
 
16.Mahdi visited his doctor. 
 

(S) (V) (O) 

Mahdi visited His doctor 
 

0/75 Complete the following conversation with the best verb forms. 
17.A: Dad, can I go outside and play?          
     B:Have you finished doing?(do your homework) 
18.A: What are you going to do today? 
    B: I’m going to go running.(run) 
19.A:Do you know that Kate had a car accident last Monday? 
    B: Really, I’m sorry to hear about it.(hear) 

6 

0/5 Choose the best option. 
20.A:Do you respect their customs?             B:Yes, and I expect them_____mine. 

a.respecting       b.respects                   c.to respect                      d.respected    
21.A:What are you worried about_____?      B:I’m worried about_____mistakes. 

a.make                 b.will make                  c.to make                        d.making 

7 

1 There are 2 mistakes in the text below.Underline the mistakes and then correct them 
in the spaces provided. 
 
“All the students in this high school try getting good grades.They enjoy to learn 
new things every day.” 

 
                                                                          
                                                       (22)                                              (23)                           

8 

0/5 Unscramble the given words. 
24.The women sit together and weave rugs.(eeavw) 
 
25.Iran is a vast country in Southwest Asia.(tasv) 

 

9 

0/5 Rearrange the words to create a correct sentence. 
26.movie / watch / I / to / like / this / . 
 
I like to watch this movie. 
 

10 
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1 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit. 11 

Reading 
Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

identity / including / create / artistic 

 
Art is what people 27) create with imagination and skill. As a part of culture, it shows the 
way of life and 28) identity of a nation and reflects the history of a society.If we want to 
know a country or a nation well, we should study its art. Iran has a five-thousand-year-old 
history of 29) artistic works and handicrafts 30) including pottery, painting, calligraphy, rugs 
and carpets, etc. 

1/5 Read the following passages and answer the questions. 
Languages vary greatly from region to region.They are so different that a person does not 
understand the language of someone from another region, country or continent.So, it is not 
surprising to hear that today about 7000 languages exist in the world.There are more than 
2000 languages in Africa, 1000 in the Americas, more than 2250 in Asia, about 230 in 
Europe, and more than 1300 in Australia. 
Native speakers of these languages range in size from very large, with hundreds of millions 
of speakers, to very small, with fewer than 10 speakers.The most popular language in the 
world is Chinese.More than one one billion people in the world speak Chinese.  
31.How many languages exist in the world? 
7000 languages exist in the world . 
32.Which continent has about 230 languages? 
There are about 230 languages in Europe. 
33.What is the most popular language in the world. 
The most popular language in the world is Chinese. 

12 

1/5 An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle is having healthy relationships with 
others.Recent research has shown that a good social life decreases the risk of death.Sadly, 
some people do not visit their relatives very often these days.”They” are really busy with 
their work and usually use technology to communicate. 
Bad habits and addiction can be harmful to health.One day of smoking can take around 5 
hours away from the smoker’s life. 
Above all, the most important thing to enjoy a good life is having emotional health.Praying 
decreases stress and gives people a calm an balanced life.People with this lifestyle have 
had a better life. 
34.How harmful is smoking? 
One day of smoking can take around 5 hours away from the smoker’s life. 
35.How does praying help us to have a good life? 
Praying decreases stress and gives people a calm an balanced life. 
36. The underlined word “They”  in line 3 refers to_____. 
a.relationships              b.days               c.people                 d.relatives              
37.Those who use technology to communicate may not have a good social life. 

                        A.True                             B.False 
                                                                                                Best Wishes 
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 Great people are not born great.They grow great, through discipline, honor and grit.  
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